ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Algorithms applying different encryption techniques with shuffling were presented in previous work [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] . Examples on applying the four steps of the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) including the use of S-box substitution are available [8] . Many encryption algorithms based on AES were also developed [9, 10, 11, 12, 13] . However, AES has limitations on some multimedia specific requirements [7, 14] , so other encryption algorithms need to be developed.
A new algorithm is presented, which concatenates two or more images of different types and sizes and performs lossless mixing and encryption in three steps. These steps include a shuffling step and a substitution step, combining stream cipher with block cipher. The algorithm was implemented and tested. Analysis showed effectiveness of the cipher and its resistance to attacks. 
THE NEW ALGORITHM
This algorithm takes two or more images and a private key as input, and it works as follows. It starts with concatenating the input images. Then, it performs byte shuffling of the combined result. Finally, it applies byte substitution using a lookup table called S-box. The main encryption and decryption steps of the algorithm are illustrated in Figure 1 , where the decryption performs the inverse of the encryption steps in reverse order. The details of the encryption steps are outlined in Figure 2 .
The first step of the encryption algorithm transforms the input images into one-dimensional (1D) arrays and concatenates them. This allows combining images of different sizes and types, including the combination of color images with grayscale images.
In the second step of the algorithm, the concatenated images are regarded as one stream of bytes, and the encryption performed is both key dependent and data dependent. A single bit, call it fixBit, is chosen by a function based on the key. In this paper, this function adds some digits of the key and takes the remainder of dividing this sum by 8. A shuffle vector is constructed by listing the numbers of bytes which have the value of bit number fixBit equal to zero, followed by the numbers of bytes which have the value of bit number fixBit equal to one. This vector gives a mapping that specifies the new location of each byte in the array. This step is repeated for several iterations. Each iteration uses a different fixBit and applies the same steps to the new array that resulted from the preceding iteration. The number of iterations, k, is a small number chosen by a key-dependent function.
The third and final step uses a substitution table, known as S-box, constructed to perform two transformations: multiplicative inverse and affine transformation. This nonlinear key-dependent substitution was presented as a step in each iteration of the AES algorithm [8] . In the new algorithm presented here, however, this substitution is performed only once.
Consider this simple example that shows how the encryption is applied. First, let the input be the two vectors (245, 45) and (163, 140). The binary representation of the combined input is: ImageV = (11110101 00101101 10100011 10001100). The shuffle step is applied as follows. Let the number of iterations be k. In the first iteration, let fixBit = 3 and this bit is underlined in the binary representation above. Based on the values of this fixBit, S0 = (1, 3) and S1 = (2, 4), which make the shuffle vector (1, 3, 2, 4). Then, the input after the shuffle substitution will be ImageV = (11110101 10100011 00101101 10001100). This process is repeated for all k iterations. After that, the S-box is generated to perform two transformations: multiplicative inverse and affine transformation. S-box substitution is finally applied where each of the byte values of the last ImageV vector is replaced with its lookup value indicated by the S-box table. As seen in Figure 3 , the decryption algorithm is similar to the encryption algorithm, where each of the above steps can be easily inverted. This decryption restores the original images without any loss.
The algorithm is intended to be used for encrypting two or more images, but it can be also used for encrypting files other than images. Therefore, information about the encrypted images, such as their dimensions, may be stored in a file and encrypted with the images. The size of this information file may be fixed as a constant, or it may be of variable size where its size is appended to the original private key.
IMPLEMENTATION AND ANALYSIS
The security of the new algorithm comes from mixing any number of images of different types and sizes, on the byte level, using the shuffle operation and the S-box byte substitution. If one or more bits in the key are changed, a different shuffle bit is chosen in the Stream Shuffle step and the substitution is changed. For the Stream Shuffle step, there are k×2 b different possible shuffle vectors for an input of size b bytes encrypted in k iterations. In addition, let an S-box of size 16×16 bytes be used in the S-box substitution step. This S-box has 2,048 different entries where each of these entries consists of 8 bits. This makes the total number of permutations for this step equal to 2 11 . Consequently, for an input with a size of ten or more kilobytes, a brute-force attack is impossible.
The algorithm was applied to all 780 possible combination pairs of 40 different images of various types, with sizes ranging from 10 to 2000 kilobytes (kB). When different keys were used with the same image pair, they produced different encrypted images. In addition, analysis using histograms, correlation and peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) showed properties of the algorithm that strongly resist statistical attacks. These statistics were computed by considering the original concatenated pair of images as one original image, and the encrypted mixed image as the result. After decryption, all original images were recovered without any loss. The dimensions of each image 2D-matrix are given by its length and width (in pixels), where color images use a third dimension to let each primary color have its own 2D-matrix. The combined image pair is a 1D-matrix which includes all pixel data of both images. After Stream Shuffle is applied to this original combined image, the resulting stream is treated as a 2D-matrix during S-box substitution. The final encrypted result is one 2D-matrix.
The algorithm was tested with the sample image pair shown in Figure 4 (a) and (c) to demonstrate its results visually. The histograms of these two images are shown in Figure 4 (b) and (d) , where the histogram of their combined image (before encryption) is shown in Figure 5 . These two input images have different dimensions and sizes. The Zaid image is 652×752 pixels with a size of 1,437 kB. The Ghaith image is 648×518 pixels with a size of 984 kB. These two images were combined, mixed and encrypted together. The image resulting from the encryption is shown with its histogram in Figure 6 . As seen in the figure, the encrypted image appears as simple noise and has no recognizable parts. In addition, the histogram of the encrypted image appears relatively uniform and has no resemblance to the histograms of the original images shown in Figure 4 The histograms of the 780 combinations of images encrypted with the new algorithm were uniform and visibly different from the histograms of the original individual images and combined original image pairs. They gave no indication that may help statistical attacks.
The mean squared error for two images, stored in matrices A and B, is computed as follows:
PSNR is computed as:
where MAX is the maximum pixel value of the image; usually 255. The PSNR for the encrypted sample pair (Zaid and Ghaith) was 8.422. The average PSNR computed for all encrypted pairs of images was 7.331. This low value is desired for encrypted images since it indicates more noise and, therefore, more resistance to attacks.
The correlation, r, between two images stored in matrices A and B is computed as follows, where A and B are mean values for matrices A and B, respectively: 
The correlation between the combined sample pair (Zaid and Ghaith) and its encrypted image was 0.004. The average correlation value, taken for the absolute values of correlation for the sample image pairs, was 0.007. This low correlation value between the original images and their encryption indicates less resemblance between them, which provides more resistance to attacks.
CONCLUSIONS
A new encryption algorithm was presented. The new algorithm combines two or more images of different types and sizes, and it performs encryption using a shuffling procedure and an S-box substitution. These encryption procedures combine stream cipher with block cipher, and they are both private-key dependent and data dependent. Statistical analysis using histograms, PSNR and correlation showed the algorithm is not vulnerable to statistical attacks. When the algorithm was implemented and tested, the PSNR values of encrypted images and the correlations between images and their encryption were low, which indicates more noise and less resemblance between the images and their encryptions. In addition, the huge number of possible keys and possible permutations from shuffling and substitution make a brute-force attack on the algorithm impossible.
